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Developments in terms of…
legal framework…
external drivers…
drivers in favor of Biocontrol…
public perception of biocontrol…
emerging threats and opportunities
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ABIM development and the legal framework
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Nagoya protocol
Sustainable Use Directive
EU WG on Biopesticides
guidance documents developed
Reg. (EC) No 1107/2009 put in place
OECD working groups on Biopesticides
REBECA (2006-2008)

ABIM delegates
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Drafting of new PPP regulation starts
Dossier preparation starts…
Many but not all BCAs, botanicals, semiochemicals notified
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First guidance document on plant extracts
EFSA is established
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External drivers creating opportunities
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ABIM delegates
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Pesticide reduction becomes a key ambition of society
PPP safety issues
(Moon Privilege,…)
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Spread of glyphosate-resistant weeds
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Need for protection of biodiversity areas
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Private standards of PPP residue limits
Invasive species (fire blight, Helicoverpa, …)
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Reduction of registered chemicals
Bee Colony Collapse Disorder
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Pesticide residue scandal in Almeria
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Positive drivers for Biocontrol
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Demand for low residue food
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ABIM delegates
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Demand for organic food
Need for highly selective PP solutions
Need to better protect environment
Need to preserve biodiversity
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Need for PP solutions in bulk crops
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Revival of academia’s interest in biocontrol
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Investors perceive biocontrol as an opportunity
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Mainstream PPP industry buys know-how
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Reasons for the positive image of BCAs
BCAs help reducing use of chemicals
No history of scandals
BCAs predominantly used in advanced (IPM/organic)
farming systems conveying a positive image
Biocontrol is perceived as elegant and easy to
communicate to the public
Historically strong links between biocontrol industry
and academia (IOBC!)
Leading manufacturers are/were SMEs and family
businesses.
Highly motivated and skilled staff.
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Risks to the Biocontrol industry

Regulatory framework not sufficiently adapted to the
specific needs of BCA’s.
With new products and up-scaled uses: Unwanted
and unpredicted side-effects more likely.
Borderline technologies affect overall image.
No quick money to be made: Industry can’t satisfy
the investors’ expectations.
BCA’s are increasingly implemented to perpetuate
unsustainable production systems (market interest
vs. image).
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Conclusions
Over the past decade, biocontrol met obstacles that
had the potential to stall its development.
Biocontrol techniques offer smart solutions plant
protection problems, especially in complex
environmental/social contexts.
The positive image of biocontrol is well deserved
until now.
The industry and academia have a high
responsibility: Biocontrol is one of the rare examples
in agriculture where society has a very positive
attitude towards a technology.
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